One Management

Visitor management

One Management (OM) is a technology
platform designed for the management
for vehicles and visitors in residential
estates.

Unregistered walk-in visitors can simply
dial in the unit number on the OM
intercom panel to speak to their host.

Vehicle management
Using advance AI supported license plate
recognition, OM can efficiently detect
and control vehicle access into the
building.
OM tracks vehicle movements in and out
of the building and flags overstaying
vehicles. Access timings can be provided
for pre-registered & ad-hoc registered
vehicles.
Violators can be blacklisted for entry!

Guest vehicle invitation
Guest vehicles can now be invited with a

single click on OM community app.
With just license plate number and
invitation date submitted on the app,
guest vehicles can now get automated &
secure entry to the building.
Hosts are notified of their guests’ arrival
upon entry.

Need to know more?
Email us: hello@astrolsecurity.net

Pre-registered guests can simply scan the
QR code shared by their host from the
OM community app on the OM intercom
panel to get entry access.

`

Man power reduction
OM allows buildings to fully
automate vehicle and visitor access
without having to go through physical
security.

Enhanced security
With end-to-end tracking and
traceability, OM provides
heightened security at buildings.

“Reduce reliance
on physical
security”

Save time. Save costs.

Better Management
Future proofing access
technology
OM uses latest internet technologies to
automate access control in buildings.
Using state-of the art cloud platform, all
OM devices store data on the cloud and
thus are easy to maintain and replace.
OM devices have self-diagnostic
capability that can alert the maintenance
& support teams in the event there is a
breakdown to any of the devices.
Fast. Reliable. Scalable.

OM provides all-in one management of
both vehicles and visitor entry access.

Efficient management of access rights
and privileges.

Command center operation
With OM, security companies have
complete visibility on visitor and vehicle
access to the buildings even from remote
locations.
This allows 24x7 monitoring and
surveillance for buildings.
No more security downtime!

Multiple estate
management
OM allows security companies to
manage OM devices in multiple estates.
Gain more productivity!

Need to know more?
Email us: hello@astrolsecurity.net

